
1.The T&G mechanism in combination 

with a slightly shortened key diameter 

provides a mechanical and frictional 

interlock resulting in a rigid joint 

which reduces undesired angular 

movement.

2.The built-in teeth on the coupling 

grip the groove shoulder and serve to 

reduce linear movement.

Rigid Coupling

Mechanical Tee Connection

3.The T&G mechanism features a slight 

offset at the foot of the coupling halves 

which serve to protect the gasket from 

exposure.

4.With the T&G style coupling no metal-

to-metal contact of the bolt pads is 

required. You will normally see a 1/16 -

1/8 (1.6mm to 3.2mm) gap between 

the bold pads when installed.

GROOVE

TONGUE & GROOVE(T&G)

BUILT-IN TOOTH HOUSING

COUPLING HOUSING SEGMENT

GAP

The Mechanical Tee (3J, 3G, 3L ) provide for a fast and easy grooved or threaded branch outlet and eliminate the need 

for welding or the use of a reducing tee and couplings. Simply cut a hole to the specified size at the expected location 

and fasten the mechanical tee to the pipe with the nuts and bolts provided. As the housing bolts are tightened, the 

pressure responsive gasket forms a leak-tight seal.

1.A flexible coupling accommodates pipe 

deflection and or non-alignment as below: 

If nominal diameter <DN200, deflection 

angle is  1 ; If nominal diameter  DN200, 

deflection angle is  0.5 but <1 .

2.The C-shaped rubber gasket 

provides excellent self-sealing 

capabilities in both low and high 

pressure service as well as under 

certain vacuum conditions.

3.The design and construction of the 

coupling with elastomeric gaskets can 

provide significant noise and vibration 

absorption as well as seismic stress.

et 

of the 

ets can 

Flexible Coupling

4.With the removal of just a few bolts you 

can easily access the system for cleaning, 

maintenance, changes or system expansion.

5.Coupling are non-directive and pipe can 

be rotated 360 during installation.

6 .Co u p l i n g  k e y s  e n g a g e  t h e  f u l l 

circumference of the grooves and provide 

significant pressure and end load restraint 

against pipe movement from internal and 

external forces.

GROOVE

GASKET

COUPLING HOUSING SEGMENT

BOLT/NUT
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Installation Instruction For Grooved Flange

1.Pipe preparation

4.Housing installation

2.Lubricate gasket

5.Tighten nuts

3.Gasket installation

6. !""#$%&'(%)"*&+("*#

Check pipe end for proper groove dimensions and 

to assure that pipe end is free of indentations and 

projections that would prevent proper sealing.

Romove bolts and nuts, place two housings over the 

gasket, making sure the housing keys fit into the pipe 

grooves. Re-insert the bolts and hand tighten the nuts.

Check gasket to be sure it's compatible for the 

intended service. Apply thin lubricant to the 

outside and sealing lips of the gasket.

>$-'*$1:&  !"# $%&%' (&51 $*%5 !8$1:&5%.&$2'511:&  0&

 #$&(,$-!)$.&/01 & 0*2'$&/:&'(!%"&(,5%%$*+&

Slip the gasket over pipe end, with the gasket opening side 

towards "A".  Make sure the gasket sealing lip is even with pipe 

end.

Align flange bolt holes with mating flange (or valve) bolt holes. 

B%($* &5&( 5%.5*.&C5%"$&/01 & #*0'"#&/01 &#01$&5%.&#5%.& !"# $%&5&

%' +& B%($* &5%0 #$*&/01 &0,,0(! $& #$&)*( &5%.&#5%.& !"# $%&5&%' +&

D0% !%'$& #!(&'% !1&511&/01 &#01$(&5*$&)  $.+&@!"# $%&%' (&$8$%1:& 0&

(,$-!)$.&/01 &  0*2'$E&(0&C5%"$&45-$(&*$95!%&,5*511$1+&F(($9/1:&

completed.

>,$-!)$.&?01 &@0*2'$

ANSI BOLTS

Bolt Size >,$-!)$.&?01 &@0*2'$

Inch Lbs-Ft. N.m

M10 30-45 40-60

M12 80-100 110-135

M16

M20

M22

M24

Caution

3*0,$*&  0*2'!%"&04& /01 (& !(& *$2'!*$.&  0&0/ 5!%& (,$-!4!$.&

performance.

& &6&78$*& 0*2'!%"& #$&/01 (&95:&*$('1 & !%&.595"$& 0& #$&/01 &

and / or casting which could result in pipe joint separation. 

& & 6&;%.$*&  0*2'!%"&  #$&/01 (&95:& *$('1 & !%& 10<$*&,*$(('*$&

retention capabilities, lower bend load capabilities, joint 

leakage and pipe joint separation. Pipe joint separation may 

*$('1 &!%&(!"%!)-5% &,*0,$* :&.595"$&5%.&($*!0'(&!%='*:+&

Installation Instruction For U-Bolt Mechanical Tee 

1.Pipe preparation

4.Alignment

2.Remove burrs

5.Tighten nuts

3.Gasket installation

6.Assembly completed

Clean the gasket sealing surface within 16mm of the 

hole and visually inspect the sealing surface for defects 

that may prevent proper sealing of the gasket. Don't drill 

the hole on weld line. 

Attach the U-bolt from the other side and tighten the nuts 

)%"$*& !"# +

If any burrs or slug exists at the pipe hole, please 

remove them before assembly, to protect the 

gasket and avoid leakage. 

Alternatively and evenly tighten the nuts to the 

(,$-!)$.&/01 & 0*2'$+&

Insert the gasket into outlet housing properly. Align outlet housing 

over the pipe hole making sure that the locating collar is in the 

pipe hole.

Assembly completed.

>,$-!)$.&?01 &@0*2'$

ANSI BOLTS

Bolt Size >,$-!)$.&?01 &@0*2'$

Inch Lbs-Ft. N.m

3/8 20-30 30-40

1/2 80-100 110-135

5/8 100-130 135-175

3/4

7/8

Caution

3*0,$*&  0*2'!%"&04& /01 (& !(& *$2'!*$.&  0&0/ 5!%& (,$-!4!$.&

performance.

& &6&78$*& 0*2'!%"& #$&/01 (&95:&*$('1 & !%&.595"$& 0& #$&/01 &

and / or casting which could result in pipe joint separation. 

& & 6&;%.$*&  0*2'!%"&  #$&/01 (&95:& *$('1 & !%& 10<$*&,*$(('*$&

retention capabilities, lower bend load capabilities, joint 

leakage and pipe joint separation. Pipe joint separation may 

*$('1 &!%&(!"%!)-5% &,*0,$* :&.595"$&5%.&($*!0'(&!%='*:+&
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Installation Instruction For Threaded & Grooved Mechanical Tee 

1.Pipe preparation

4.Alignment

2.Remove burrs

5.Tighten nuts

3.Gasket installation

6.Assembly completed

Clean the gasket sealing surface within 16mm of the 

hole and visually inspect the sealing surface for defects 

that may prevent proper sealing of the gasket. Don't drill 

the hole on weld line. 

Align the strap around the pipe, inser the bolts and 

 !"# $%& #$&%' (&)%"$*& !"# +

If any burrs or slug exists at the pipe hole, please 

remove them before assembly, to protect the 

gasket and avoid leakage. 

Alternatively and evenly tighten the nuts to the 

(,$-!)$.&/01 & 0*2'$+&

Insert the gasket into outlet housing making sure the tab in the 

gasket line up with the tab recesses in the housing. Align outlet 

housing over the pipe hole making sure that the locating collar is 

in the pipe hole.

There should be even gaps on two sides between upper and 

lower housings.

Caution

3*0,$*&  0*2'!%"&04& /01 (& !(& *$2'!*$.&  0&0/ 5!%& (,$-!4!$.&

performance.

& &6&78$*& 0*2'!%"& #$&/01 (&95:&*$('1 & !%&.595"$& 0& #$&/01 &

and / or casting which could result in pipe joint separation. 

& & 6&;%.$*&  0*2'!%"&  #$&/01 (&95:& *$('1 & !%& 10<$*&,*$(('*$&

retention capabilities, lower bend load capabilities, joint 

leakage and pipe joint separation. Pipe joint separation may 

*$('1 &!%&(!"%!)-5% &,*0,$* :&.595"$&5%.&($*!0'(&!%='*:+&

>,$-!)$.&?01 &@0*2'$

ANSI BOLTS

Bolt Size >,$-!)$.&?01 &@0*2'$

Inch Lbs-Ft. N.m

3/8 30-45 40-60

1/2 80-100 110-135

5/8 100-130 135-175

3/4

7/8

Installation Instruction For Rigid & Flexible Coupling

1.Pipe preparation

5.Housing installation

2.Lubricate gasket 3.Gasket installation

7 a.Assembly completed- Rigid Coupling

4.Alignment

7 b. Assembly completed- Flexible Coupling

Check p ipe end for  proper  groove 

dimensions and to assure that pipe end is 

free of indentations and projections that 

would prevent proper sealing.

Romove one bolt&nut and loosen the other 

nut. Place one housing over the gasket, 

95A!%"&('*$&  #$&#0'(!%"&A$:(&) & !% 0&  #$&

pipe grooves. Swing the other housing 

over the gasket and into the grooves on 

both pipes. Re-insert the bolt and connect 

two housings.

Check gasket to be sure it's compatible 

for the intended service. Apply thin 

lubricant to the outside and sealing lips 

of the gasket.

Firstly hand tighten nuts and make 

sure oval neck bolt completely fits into 

bolt hole. Then securely tighten nuts 

51 $*%5 !8$1:&5%.&$2'511:&  0& #$&(,$-!)$.&

/01 & 0*2'$&/:&'(!%"&(,5%%$*+&

Slip the gasket over one pipe, making 

sure the gasket lip does not over-hang 

the pipe end.

For Rigid Coupling, keep the gaps at bolt 

pads evenly spaced. Gaskets can't be 

seen visually. 

After aligning two pipe ends together, 

pull the gasket into position, centering 

between the grooves on each pipe. The 

gasket should not extend into the groove 

on either pipe.

For Flexible Coupling, two housings 

should be i ron to i ron connected. 

Gaskets can't be seen visually. 

Caution

3*0,$*&  0*2'!%"&04& /01 (& !(& *$2'!*$.&  0&0/ 5!%& (,$-!4!$.&

performance.

& &6&78$*& 0*2'!%"& #$&/01 (&95:&*$('1 & !%&.595"$& 0& #$&/01 &

and / or casting which could result in pipe joint separation. 

& & 6&;%.$*&  0*2'!%"&  #$&/01 (&95:& *$('1 & !%& 10<$*&,*$(('*$&

retention capabilities, lower bend load capabilities, joint 

leakage and pipe joint separation. Pipe joint separation may 

*$('1 &!%&(!"%!)-5% &,*0,$* :&.595"$&5%.&($*!0'(&!%='*:+&

>,$-!)$.&?01 &@0*2'$

ANSI BOLTS

Bolt Size >,$-!)$.&?01 &@0*2'$

Inch Lbs-Ft. N.m

3/8 30-45 40-60

1/2 80-100 110-135

5/8 100-130 135-175

3/4 130-180 175-245

7/8 180-240 245-325

6.Tighten nuts
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